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About This Game

Enter the Crucible, a walled-in arena where you fight face-hugging spiders and blood-sucking worms, terrifying mechanised
golems, bomb carrying grunts, and the ever present Summoners, which must be destroyed before the stream of enemies can be

turned off and you can progress…and finally escape!

* Mix of action and arcade gameplay
* Play with gamepad or Oculus Touch controllers

* Exciting in-game music
* High Score system
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A extra rune for the 5 slots to customize your sword. Probably was never meant to be sold alone as it was a preorder thing. It
comes with the GOTY bundle and is only worth it if you get it that way.. A really well-made game, great for educating yourself
and learning geography in a fun way is always a pleasure.. Other than being a direct port of a free iOS and Android game, I'm
not sure what all the bad press is about. It seems to controll just fine with a mouse. The bee bumper may jump around on you a
little bit though. Also, some levels feel like they are won more with luck and patience than with skill. But the physics do at least
seem consistent even if a bit aggravating at times. Not too much challenge to the levels unless you're aiming to get all the (in
game) achievements and crowns. Overall an ok time waster and something that may prove to be a cute and possibly fun
challenge for the kiddos. Good grapics, a little short but playtime can be extended with the challenge of going for the crowns so
4.99 is not too bad an asking price.. its bloody amazing, 10\/10. I just bought this game because it was reccomended to me as an
online multiplayer. There's not a single person online. refund please.. Absolutely beautiful. The cards are amazing, the setting is
charming, and it's a completely unique game. I'll be playing this frequently and definitely recommend it. Runs great on the Rift
with a GTX 980ti.
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An excellent educational potential for kids. I mean, who hasn't dreamed of being an astronaut??
9.5\/10. great game, love it, must play it but theres one problem

lags ALOT even though you have it on low graphics
. Fun little game and the dev is always looking to update even if the updates dont come that fast.
For the price its worth it thou.. They don't explain it well here. Buying this 'DLC' will give you 12 songs, and some art work that
will be downloaded to your computer in your FlatOut 4 game folder. This does NOT add soundtrack to your game.. Easy to
make texture LUL.. The first Grotesque Tactics was an amusing combination of Tactics and RPG with gaming satire. If you
enjoyed the first, I think you will really like this one as well; it carries with it pretty much everything you may have liked and in
fact improves upon the graphics, adds fully voiced dialogue (which I thought was surprisingly well done), familiar as well as
new characters, new and more abilities and accessories, and lots of new places to explore and monsters to battle. Really the only
thing I thought was a downgrade was that the camera feels zoomed in closer, but it is still manageable and you can rotate it
freely at least. Definitely recommend!
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